
Terranova Italian Yachts T115
Boat Type: Mega Yacht

OVERVIEW

Inspired by the curves and lasting charm of the yachts of the past, T115 is a 35m (L.O.A.) re-interpreted modernly.

Fully redesigned in 2016 in collaboration with Studio Barracuda in Madrid and the architect Annalisa Marzorati, the

T115NEW boasts truly cutting-edge technical solutions that are just as good as larger ships.

Thanks to its exclusive, unique line, this ship is one of the most popular amongst fans of the sector.

Our CEO, Massimigliano Zilioli, has always imagined finding just that right balance between classic luxury and

modern society. That led to choosing warm, welcoming raw materials for the interior, relaxing atmospheres and

colors with precious details and elegance, and our excellent Annalisa Marzorati made this all come true.

Propulsion is entrusted to new MAN 1000Hp engines which, reliably, enable us to sail at 12 knots reaching a

maximum speed of 15 knots. The new tank layout has permitted a nominal capacity of over 25,000 liters; ideal for

ocean navigation.

The initial project fiberglass structure has been reviewed; recalculating balance and weights completely to guarantee



a greater performance and, above all, greater safety at sea.

This displacing, powerful, unique yacht has three main decks and a top sun-deck: we have the sleeping area on the

lower deck with five guest cabins all en suite, a crew area with separate access from the main level, with 6 beds,

well laid out and equipped with all comforts.

The main deck is the heart of this pleasant yacht and has an ample salon, a convivial, living space for 12 guests, a

large toilet and a really big professional kitchen, equipped with everything needed to provide 24 hour service on

board.

On the top deck a large owner’s stateroom overlooking the stern terrace, lit by large windows and with a large walk-

in closet, a large bathroom with double shower and toilets. Then the owner can find peace and privacy in the studio

separating the cabin from the pilot house.

The last sun deck was designed and arranged to hold several activities at the same time: sunbathing area in the

stern, living and dining space in the bow with table and chairs, small kitchen and, lastly, a second pilot house on the

starboard side.

The T115NEW holds the ship’s very essence without neglecting details of elegance and comfort on board.

SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Terranova Italian Yachts Boat Type: Mega Yacht

Model: T115 Hull Material:

Year: 2017 Hull Type:

Category: Power   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 115.00 ft Draft - max: 6 ft 3 in - 1.91 meter

LOA: 115 ft - 35.05 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 26 ft 6 in - 8.08 meter Dry Weight: 330693 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 7000 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: 265 gallons - 1 tank(s)

Fresh Water Tank: 1188 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: 7 Crew Cabins: 4

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: 12 Crew Sleeps: 6

Total Heads: 7 Crew Heads: 4

Captains Cabin: No   
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